The role of BIM in tackling Obsolescence, Climate Change, and Sustainability
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Abstract

Although the BIM technology is applicable to both new and existing buildings, it is arguably more established in the former than the latter. This is despite the fact that, in the UK alone, 70-80% of what has been built by 2010, is estimated to continue to exist for a number of decades to come: including the years 2020 and 2050 (the two main temporal deadlines in the Climate Change Act, 2008). In addition, this existing building stock is subject to obsolescence (both climate change-induced and non-climate change-associated) which in turn compromises sustainability. Thus, there are three notions that appear to be interwoven, i.e.
Obsolescence, Climate Change, and Sustainability: the question is whether BIM can be exploited to address these.

There has been only limited research work to explore the possible influence of BIM upon obsolescence, climate change, and sustainability as individual issues, and none reported, to-date, in terms of an approach to their collective consideration. This paper conceptually explores how BIM can be related with all three crucial notions simultaneously as well as discretely. It is argued that such studies can be particularly valuable in the face of escalating pressures in terms of future obsolescence risks, overwhelming evidence of climate change, and escalating sustainability agendas. The paper reviews current work that relates state-of-the-art BIM to the three notions, both separately and collectively, and thereby delineates the potential for BIM to play a role in addressing the three issues simultaneously.
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### 1.0 Introduction

#### 1.1 Background

Whatever is human-made, tends to become obsolete over time due to physical factors such as chemical degradation and physical damage. However, the process of obsolescence is not limited to material and physical factors. Social, cultural, technological and political factors (such as technology innovation, variation in customer demands, change in legislation, social pressures, advancement of knowledge, currency inflation; civil unrest or conflict of interests) can also drive obsolescence. Moreover, climate change is another and newest element to act as an additional driver of obsolescence in a number of ways – both directly and indirectly. Thus, some of the factors causing obsolescence are climate change-related while others are not.

However, published and anecdotal evidence in the built environment suggests that not only the term obsolescence is not common, but also that its nature as a multi-dimensional and growing concept is seldom fully appreciated with its wide range of implications (Butt et al, 2015). Some implications are conventional: that is, in terms of the degradation of a component of a system that renders the component obsolescent. This we refer to as ‘internal’ obsolescence. But new ‘external’ factors such as how climate change and new environmental legislation are inducing obsolescence risks to various systems of the existing built environment are not sufficiently considered. Generally, it does not appear to be recognised that increase in the requirement of adaptation, repair, overhauling,
retrofitting, or refurbishment of a system is a direct indicator of an increase in obsolescence.

Apart from the obsolescence and climate change in their individual right, the third aspect is that of sustainability. Obsolescence and sustainability are inversely related. The more the obsolescence in a system or component the more the ‘unsustainability’ and vice versa. This is true overall as well along each of the three principal dimensions of the sustainability development philosophy (Butt et al, 2014). More details are provided in Section 3.0.

In the literature to date, no evidence has been found of consideration of the three aspects (i.e. obsolescence, sustainability and climate change) together. Equally, there no study has so far been carried out which focuses on how the rapidly-evolving BIM technology has or can accommodate all three aspects. The hypothesis is that the BIM technology is more focused on ‘internal’ rather than ‘external’ obsolescence. Thus, climate change, which is predominantly an external obsolescence, is not yet catered for in BIM technology. In addition, sustainability is not deemed as opposite of obsolescence in the technology, at least not consciously. In summary, there is no consideration of how BIM technology can inform and / or be informed by the three different themes (obsolescence, sustainability, and climate change) and their relationship with one another.

1.2 Aims, Objectives and Research Methodology

The paper aims to establish the state-of-the-art in relation to obsolescence, sustainability and climate change, thereby pave a path for further research that may lead to render the fast developing BIM technology more diverse and yet holistic and integrated. In order to achieve this aim, the main objectives are:
1. Identify main obsolescence types and implications;
2. Establish the relationship between obsolescence and climate change;
3. Describe the relationship between obsolescence and sustainability;
4. Explore the state-of-the-art of BIM technology; and
5. Delineate the relationship of the three notions (in 1, 2 and 3 above) with BIM technology.

2.0 Obsolescence versus Climate Change

There is a wide range of types, aspects and implications of obsolescence. A few main types are listed below with a systematic categorisation to explain various facets and implications of obsolescence, including the crucial factor of climate change.
2.1 Financial and Functional Obsolescence

Irrespective of causes, **financial obsolescence** means loss in value where as **functional obsolescence** is loss of usefulness, effectiveness, efficiency or productivity. Financial obsolescence is also termed as social or economic obsolescence (depending on the driving cause), and functional obsolescence as technical obsolescence. (Butt et al, 2015). Sometimes a whole system may become functionally obsolete, although mostly obsolescence involves embedded parts of a complex system where the design life of the system typically exceeds 20 years (Kumar and Saranga, 2010). This obsolescence in part, if not fully, is generally due to technological advancements of embedded parts of a complex system and has even been referred to as the ‘dark side’ of innovation (Gravier and Swartz, 2009). Functional obsolescence is a major parameter affecting technical installations and influences the value of an office building (Allehaux and Tessier, 2002). Another scenario is that of a building that might be structurally fine but unable to generate enough income to keep it running in its present state. This can be referred to as a case of financial obsolescence (Nwoko, 2010). On the other hand, it would be a matter of functional obsolescence if the same building can not perform to the required level due to some structural defect appearing in the building e.g. precipitation leaking through the roof.

2.2 Internal and External Obsolescence

Irrespective of whether obsolescence is in value or function or both, **internal obsolescence** in a component or built asset is due to factors that exist within the component or built asset. Factors could include: general wear and tear, fatigue, corrosion, oxidation, evaporation, rusting, leaking of gas / water or any other fluid like coolant, breaking, breakdown / failure, age, and so on.

**External obsolescence** is temporary or permanent impairment in value or usefulness of a built asset due to factors outside the system. Factors that could derive external obsolescence either individually or in various combinations include: climate change; changes in existing or advent of a new environmental legislation; social forces / pressure groups; arrival of new technologies; technological innovation; knowledge advancement; labour market and unemployability (e.g. specific skill set not available); inflation of currency; rise in interest rate; rise in fuel and / or energy prices; fluctuation in demand, supply, inventory, etc.

In summary, external obsolescence could be due to any external factor – from a large employer in the area shutting its doors to a zoning change, through a property located under an airport flight pattern, to even a house in one’s neighbourhood that seems to attract broken down cars. However, boundaries between internal and external factors of obsolescence for a given setting may not necessarily always be physical, they can also be virtual (Butt et al, 2015).
2.3 Obsolescence and Climate Change

Irrespective of whether obsolescence is internal or external and financial or functional, if a given obsolescence is due to impacts of climate change it is referred to by the authors as *Climate Change Induced Obsolescence*, as opposed to *Non-Climate Change Induced Obsolescence*. Furthermore, climate change associated obsolescence can be directly or indirectly-induced as described below:

2.3.1 Directly Induced Climate Change Obsolescence

Obsolescence that is caused by direct influence of climate change factors is termed as *directly induced climate change obsolescence*. For instance:

- Due to water level rise in water bodies as a result of climate change, estimated flood levels are higher than before. This implies that current level of electrical cables, power points, and appliances from the ground in a given built environment may not be high enough any longer to defend against flooding should it happen. This is direct induction of climate change associated obsolescence in the flood defence mechanism.

- As a result of climate change impacts, rainfall is on the increase in both frequency and intensity. In many cities combined sewer systems were not designed to cope with this. Thus, pluvial flood events are happening more frequently, which is an indicator of increase in the directly induced climate change obsolescence in existing combined sewers. To overcome this increasing obsolescence risk, as an adaptation measure, the ‘grey’ infrastructure needs to be replaced by ‘blue’ and ‘green’ infrastructure as appropriate: an example of this being the concept of Water-Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD). (Ashley et al, 2013; Stride, 2013).

2.3.2 Indirectly Induced Climate Change Obsolescence

Obsolescence that results from climate change factors in an indirect manner is referred to as *indirectly induced climate change obsolescence*. For example:

- Introduction and application of clean energy technologies is on the increase. The cost of these substitutes is presumed to decrease with cumulative use because of learning-by-doing and widening of the use like it happened with e.g. computers. In some cases these clean technologies are being adopted voluntarily and in others due to mandatory factors like carbon cap, carbon tax, and cap-and-trade regarding control on aggregate emissions from a fossil fuel (e.g. coal). In both the categories, climate change is a fundamental and original driver either wholly or partly. This can be deemed as indirectly climate change induced obsolescence that has started to happen at various levels in a number of aspects of industrial economies, buildings, and our lifestyles in general – which are currently predominantly based on fossil fuels one way or another as a matter of ‘carbon lock-in’. (Ji et al, 2014; Chakravorty et al, 2012; Unruh, 2000).
3.0 Obsolescence versus Sustainability

Any constituent of the built environment (such as a building or infrastructure) grows to become obsolete or suffers increasing obsolescence over time. Moreover, what has been and is being built now will predominantly be around as a substantial part of our built environment for decades to come, and is, therefore, bound to suffer various degrees of obsolescence in different ways. In order to render our built environment more sustainable, obsolescence needs to be addressed, either in new construction or in remediating the existing built environment. There is a large number of factors which play a role, either alone or collectively, in causing obsolescence. Examples of these factors are not only conventional ones such as wear and tear and aging, but also contemporary ones that include energy consumption efficiency, environmental pressures such as reduction of carbon dioxide (also referred to as carbon emissions) and other greenhouse gas emissions, change or arrival of new legislation or regulations, change of use, clean and waste water management, water quality and resources, land use, land contamination and soil quality, air emissions, changing occupier or end user demands, waste management, ecological concerns and health and safety.

Figure 1: Links between sustainability, the built environment, obsolescence, and their drivers (Butt et al, 2014). – *Other drivers for sustainable development include resource availability, intergenerational equity, social inclusion, economic factors (like inflation), and environmental legislation.

The afore-listed contemporary factors also form part of considerations of the sustainable development or sustainability philosophy in one way or another. As evidence it can be seen that all such factors (directly or indirectly) constitute National Sustainability Strategy and Headline Indicators of Sustainable Development in the UK as a whole, and also at the constituent country level, for example, Welsh and Scottish Headline Indicators (DEFRA, 2009; Munday and Roberts, 2006; Al Waer and Sibley, 2005; London SDC, 2005; Plows et al, 2003; Scottish Parliament, 2002). Hence, there is a strong link between obsolescence and sustainability.
The afore-listed contemporary factors which cause obsolescence are also the ones which cause ‘unsustainability’ for the built environment (Butt et al, 2014). These factors need to be controlled in order to render a given built environment sustainable. Figure 1 conceptually illustrates the links between sustainable development philosophy, the built environment, obsolescence, and drivers such as climate change. For a number of illustrative and real-world examples the readers are referred to Butt et al (2014) publication.

4.0 BIM versus Obsolescence, Sustainability and Climate Change

4.1 What is BIM?

BIM (an abbreviation of Building Information Modelling) is relatively new and ever-growing technology with many definitions. In simple terms, it is a means by which a building can be understood through the use of a digital model. BIM brings together in one place information about the components of a building and enables access of that information for various purposes, e.g. to integrate different aspects of the design more effectively. The word ‘Building’ in the title may be misleading for some. BIM is just as relevant to the civil engineering sector and other stakeholders (Figure 2). (WSP, 2014; NBS 2015; Tekla Corporation, 2015a).

In the life-cycle context (Figure 3), BIM can be defined as a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility and a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle – spanning from earliest conception to demolition (WSP, 2015).

In terms of time, there are two main categories that the built environment can be divided into i.e. existing buildings and new buildings. While BIM processes are established for new buildings, the majority of existing buildings are not maintained, refurbished or deconstructed with BIM yet. One obvious reason for this is that BIM is relatively easier to apply to a new building as the two can be married together from the outset, whereas existing buildings are a very different proposition, and there are a number of challenges in trying to model an existing building (Volk et al, 2014; Klaschka, 2013). On the other hand, the biggest challenge of all is that about 70 – 80% of what has been built in the UK already by 2010, is to continue to stand for many decades to come (Butt et al, 2013; 2010a; 2010b). Thus, in the context of these buildings and assets, BIM technology has to be adopted retrospectively.
4.2 Obsolescence, Sustainability and Climate Change – all three together versus BIM

After describing the three notions individually and in connection to each other, these are now discussed in connection to BIM technology. From the anecdotes of experts in the industry and the review of the literature to date (e.g. Irizarry et al, 2013; HM Government, 2012; Dell and BD+C, 2011; Sheth et al, 2010; Tuohy, 2009), there has been found little evidence that BIM clearly and directly caters for obsolescence as such. For example, Figure 2 illustrates a diverse range of stakeholders but does not pay attention to experts in obsolescence or even those in climate change and sustainability. Figure 1 is, however, a part of the lifecycle of a building – the construction stage. Figure 3 describes the lifecycle of a building. Even in this case, there is no direct consideration of obsolescence or even climate change and sustainability.

![Figure 2: Diverse stakeholders in a building construction (Tekla Corporation, 2015b).](image)

However, in an indirect way obsolescence is considered in the lifecycle of a building but only during its maintenance or refurbishment. They come into play after a building has been constructed and the end-user has started to use it. That is, once a building undergoes its operational stage, it starts to lose its performance over time. Thus, after certain period of time maintenance has to be carried out to bring its performance back to its original design performance. This way, there could be a number of maintenance cycles (full or in part) before the original design level performance of the building ceases to sufficiently meet the demands of the end-user. At this point in the life of the building, refurbishment is carried out to enhance the performance level of the building above and beyond its original design level. This way a number of maintenance and refurbishment cycles may be applied in the lifetime of the building before it is not viable to
continue and the building is either rendered derelict or demolished, eventually to be replaced by a new development.

**Figure 3**: Stages of a building in its life cycle (Dispenza, 2010).

In summary, it is the maintenance and refurbishment (cycles) which keep combating the obsolescence of a building. However, this obsolescence is generally due to the conventional reasons of obsolescence – the internal obsolescence. In this context, the ‘unsustainability’ element of a given building is automatically addressed, for obsolescence and sustainability are inversely related (Section 3.2). However, when it comes down to external obsolescence which occurs due to external factors such as climate change (be it directly induced or indirectly induced – Section 2.2.3), BIM is has not yet been found developed enough to cater for this.

### 5.0 Concluding remarks

This paper has presented innovative insights around BIM in relation to obsolescence, sustainability and climate change. The paper does this in a systematic manner by first exploring domains of obsolescence, sustainability and climate, each separately, and then together along with characteristics of BIM.

Specifically, in connection to obsolescence, areas that are briefly, partly and above all less consciously addressed by the technology are described i.e. maintenance and refurbishment to overcome internal obsolescence due to conventional factors such as wear and tear. Then the paper has identified those areas which the technology yet needs to grow into to become more diverse, holistic and integrated i.e. accommodate external obsolescence factors such as
climate change to enhance the degree of sustainability of the built assets even more.

The main issue is that we are to live with 70-80% of our already built environments (buildings and infrastructures) for many decades to come. However, these exiting build assets are facing obsolescence risk (thereby jeopardizing their sustainability) due to contemporary factors such as Climate Change. On the other hand, the investment in these existing built assets was estimated at approximately £129 billion in 2007 in the UK alone (UK Status online, 2007). Thus, in order to protect investment into these existing built assets, actions are needed to be taken now. One potentially affective way can be to enhance the use of BIM to become more holistic and integrated – so that the focus is not only internal obsolescence but also external obsolescence due to climate change. Thus, BIM is yet to develop substantially beyond its current state-of-the-art to accommodate obsolescence, sustainability and climate change with diverse range of direct and indirect as well as internal and external implications, some of which have been briefly captured in this paper.
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